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Positing a radically new understanding of the root of conflict—unmet needs—this analysis
boldly directs students and teachers to recognize feelings as important messengers of
those needs. Refocusing attention from feelings to the needs behind the feelings
addresses the underlying problem rather than the symptom; with this objective, the
concept of the “No–Fault Zone" is introduced. It is a place in the classroom free from
criticism or blame where students learn trust and respect for one another, develop
successful conflict-resolution skills, and the responsibility for resolution shifts from
teacher to students. The complete conflict resolution curriculum is included, providing
step-by-step guidance and making this classroom kit a time-saver for busy teachers.
After Katie gets caught teasing a schoolmate, she's told to meet with Mrs. Petrowski,
the school counselor, so she can make right her wrong and learn to be a better friend.
Bothered at first, it doesn't take long before Katie realizes that bullying has hurt not only
the people around her, but her, too. Told from the unusual point of view of the bullier
rather than the bullied, Confessions of a Former Bully provides kids with real life tools
they can use to identify and stop relational aggression.
Making Things Right is designed to be used in several ways: 1. To train students to
become mediators and peacemakers in their classroom and at home and as peer
mediators for their school. 2. To train students to understand and participate in a
restorative justice/discipline structure in the classroom based on the book Discipline
That Restores: Strategies to Create Respect, Cooperation, and Responsibility in the
Classroom by Ron and Roxanne Claassen. 3. To train parents who want to understand
and use a constructive conflict management strategy in their families. Making Things
Right is divided into three sections. The first section consists of the lesson plans for
each of thirty-two activities. The second section is called Projections and Handouts
(larger print makes them easier to read when projected). The third section consists of
the Student Folder Items. The time listed for each activity is an approximation and
provided to help the teacher determine how they want to combine or use individual
activities to fit their time frames. Making Things Right is designed to be used both for
whole-class trainings in which lessons are taught on a daily basis spread over several
days for one to two weeks, and for two-day student mediator training seminars. Our
preference is to use the lessons with the entire class so all have the skills and
strategies to be peaceful problem solvers. It is especially helpful for educating students
about the theory, skills and strategies used in Discipline That Restores, also by Ron
and Roxanne Claassen. Discipline That Restores gives teachers and administrators the
knowledge and skills for implementing restorative justice discipline in the classroom and
school. It is important for students to have as much knowledge of this structure and
process as their teachers and school administrators so all are better able to
constructively resolve conflicts together. Lessons are designed to help students learn
and become equipped to understand and implement conflict and peacemaking theory,
skills and strategies. Students will learn some theory and be encouraged to develop
their own theories for why we are interested in learning about new strategies for
problem solving, and they will participate in lessons that will teach a specific process to
use for problem solving and peacemaking as individuals in relationship with others and
as mediators. Making Things Right provides activities that build student understanding
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of the mediation process and gives students a chance to practice the process through
roleplay. This training will enable students to develop practical skills that will help them
respond constructively to conflicts in many areas of their own lives as well as help
others. Punishment for misbehavior causes resentment to grow, and what appears as
evil intent is a consequence of that resentment. Punishment damages relationship at
least a little and sometimes a lot. We have discovered that the most effective way to
respond to misbehavior is to gain the cooperation of each person involved - it is rare
that misbehavior involves only one person -then to sit down with them and help them
solve the problem. Responding this way transforms an otherwise destructive event into
a teaching and learning situation for everyone involved and builds relationship.
Personal experience has shown that students, kindergarten and above, can understand
and respond constructively; students grade four and above can readily understand and
use these concepts in their own interpersonal conflicts and as mediators. Roxanne
used this curriculum for many years with her 8th grade students and with parents. Many
have used this curriculum to train high school students. All teachers make some
adaptations to best use it with their audience.
Have you been searching for a way to resolve conflict that doesn't involve a series of
ten or more steps? Do you think that perhaps a key to conflict resolution must come
from within? How can teachers and pre-service teachers help their students learn and
use strategies for conflict resolution? Tools for Conflict Resolution is a practical method
for teaching conflict resolution skills to students in grades K-12. Conflict is a part of
everyone's life. It is the authors' belief that if each student is given tools for handling
conflict, and these tools are used each time conflict arises that soon students become
proficient conflict managers. This book begins with a chapter, which introduces Peter
Senge's five disciplines: Personal Mastery, Mental Models, Shared Vision, Team
Building, and Systems Thinking. After reading this chapter, the reader is able to
embrace the five disciplines and begin practicing the adult level. As teachers, we teach
from who we are. The rest of the book is filled with actual lesson plans, which are
directly tied to the Multiple Intelligences Theory and are developmentally appropriate for
students. Case studies, role- plays, skits, literature, songs, and co-operative learning
activities are the primary instructional methods used to teach students conflict
resolution skills. An annotated bibliography is included to assist teachers in extending
lessons. These lessons may be taught during Social Studies as a unit on character
education or could be used during a guidance class.
The Butter Battle Book, Dr. Seuss's classic cautionary tale, introduces readers to the
important lesson of respecting differences. The Yooks and Zooks share a love of
buttered bread, but animosity brews between the two groups because they prefer to
enjoy the tasty treat differently. The timeless and topical rhyming text is an ideal way to
teach young children about the issues of tolerance and respect. Whether in the home or
in the classroom, The Butter Battle Book is a must-have for readers of all ages.
Discusses how students may be taught the procedures and skills they need to resolve
conflicts constructively.
It's the Grouchy Ladybug's 20th birthday. To celebrate, we are introducing a new, larger
format edition with brighter, more colorful pages created from Eric Carle's original
artwork using the latest reproduction technology. The Grouchy Ladybug is bigger and
brigher, as irascible but irresistable as ever and will surely delight new generations of
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readers, as well as her devoted fans of all ages. Happy Birthday, Grouchy Ladybug!
Every time a heart-wrenching display of violence in the schools or an appalling act of childhood
aggression achieves its '15 minutes of fame' in the media, we all shake our heads in dismay,
despair over what should have been done and feel deeply grateful that it happened
somewhere else. But, of course, there's no guarantee. These things can and do happen
anywhere. And it is not what we do after, but what we can do before that matters. Teaching our
children, in the early grades, about resolving conflicts is an urgently needed step in that
direction.
When Tyler is teased by the other boys, his good friend, Danae, encourages him to give the
boys A Bug and a Wish. When Tyler finds a ladybug and a dandelion seed, he is convinced
that this is what Danae means. As his friend helps him learn the true meaning of her advice,
Tyler soon discovers the solution to his problem.
A modern fable with an urgent message for young environmentalists. Lynne Cherry journeyed
deep into the rain forests of Brazil to write and illustrate this gorgeous picture book about a
man who exhausts himself trying to chop down a giant kapok tree. While he sleeps, the
forest’s residents, including a child from the Yanomamo tribe, whisper in his ear about the
importance of trees and how "all living things depend on one another" . . . and it works.
Cherry’s lovingly rendered colored pencil and watercolor drawings of all the "wondrous and
rare animals" evoke the lush rain forests. Features stunning world maps bordered by detailed
illustrations of fascinating rainforest creatures. An IRA Teacher’s Choice (1991), ABA’s Pick
of the Lists, Reading Rainbow Review Book, NSTA-CBC Outstanding Trade Book for Children.
After having a bad start to the morning, Otto struggles to have positive interactions with his
friends at school. During the day, he learns that he's having these difficulties because he is
doing things backwards compared to what a true friend would do. He's being a "Dneirf." With
the help of a school counselor and some friends, Otto turns his day, and himself, in the right
direction, becoming a true forward friend once again. This story is a fantastic resource to teach
children that social conflict is normal and can and will occur within friendships due to
backwards behavior, not necessarily bullying. Sometimes friends just need a little help to turn
those backwards behaviors forward again. Be A Friend, Not a Dneirf!
New York Times Bestseller! 5 Starred Reviews! "Will have listeners in stitches." —Kirkus
Reviews (starred review) "Purely absurd, sidesplitting humor." —Booklist (starred review)
"Demands bombastic, full-volume performances." —Publishers Weekly (starred review) "Perfect
for a guffawing share with younger sibs or buddy read." —BCCB (starred review) "The sort of
story that makes children love to read." —School Library Journal (starred review) From
acclaimed, bestselling creators Drew Daywalt, author of The Day the Crayons Quit and The
Day the Crayons Came Home, and Adam Rex, author-illustrator of Frankenstein Makes a
Sandwich, comes a laugh-out-loud hilarious picture book about the epic tale of the classic
game Rock, Paper, Scissors. "I couldn’t stop laughing while reading this aloud to a group of
kids," commented the founder of Bookopolis.com, Kari Ness Riedel.
A practical workplace guide to handling conflict effectively Managing employees and
encouraging them to work together toward a common goal is an essential skill that all leaders
should possess. Conflict Resolution at Work For Dummies provides the tools and advice you
need to restore peace, train your colleagues to get along better with others, prevent conflicts
from ever starting, and maintain better productivity while boosting morale. One of the only
trade publications that takes the manager's perspective on how to address conflicts, resolve
disputes, and restore peace and productivity to the workplace Examines more positive means
for resolving conflicts (other than arguing, surrendering, running away, filing a lawsuit, etc.)
Helps managers and employees sort through problems and make the workplace a more
rewarding place No manager should be without Conflict Resolution at Work For Dummies!
Noting that elementary school students can learn to resolve basic everyday conflicts without
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resorting to verbal or physical aggression, this empathy-based program provides a foundation
for resolving problems without the intervention of mediators or adults and for providing written
documentation of the solution for parents, administrators, and teachers. The program is
designed to be introduced to a class in three to four 30-minute lessons. Children learn to write
or draw why they are upset, exchange papers and learn why the other person is upset, write or
draw a possible solution, share solutions with the other person, and mark the other person's
paper to indicate what they agree to do to help end the conflict. Chapters 1 and 2 of the book
explain how the process works. Chapter 3 shows how to use the process in the classroom.
Chapter 4 illustrates how to set up basic conflict resolution centers that can be used in a
variety of locations within a school. Chapters 5 and 6 tell how to use the process in group or
individual counseling and at home. Included in this guide are lesson plans, reproducible
worksheets, and posters that illustrate the conflict resolution process. Appended are samples
showing how the technique works and answers to commonly asked questions. (KB)
Based on the view that making social concepts and feelings concrete would help children in
primary grades to take turns, cooperate, and solve their problems respectfully, this curriculum
uses a story about the Rainbow Kids, an imaginary community of children, to introduce
children to social concepts and conflict resolution skills. The Rainbow Kids experience
emotions that are conveyed by the weather around them. These simple "sunny" and "cloudy"
metaphors turn abstract notions of behavior into physical expressions young children can
easily comprehend. Part 1 of the curriculum guide describes the impetus for the program,
discusses how the program works, summarizes the story, and details the procedures involved
in presenting the program. Part 2 contains the seven lessons and two activities comprising the
program; this part includes sample program materials in six appendices, and lists selected
resources for elementary school teachers. Part 3 is a separate booklet for students containing
"The Rainbow Kids" story. (Contains 15 references.) (KB)
With a view to deepening our understanding of sources of hatred and prejudice, this book uses
a developmental and evolutionary perspective to explore and explain the process by which our
beliefs are conveyed to the youngest members of society. Discussing the psychological
obstacles to peaceful relations between groups, the authors focus on the developmental
processes by which we can work to diminish ethnocentrism, prejudice, and hatred, which
children learn from a very early age. Until now, scholarship and practice in international
relations have gravely neglected crucial psychological aspects of these terrible problems and
have not yet explored the educational opportunities related to them. Addressing these
promising lines of inquiry and innovation, this book fosters a more humane and less violent
development in childhood and adolescence. Educators, religious leaders, developmental and
social psychologists, will find this a valuable resource, as will a socially concerned segment of
the public who are looking for practical ways to work for peace.
Lesson Planning for Skills-Based Elementary Health Education is a highly practical resource
for elementary health educators or general classroom teachers looking for innovative, tried-andtrue ways to implement health education. The text offers effective skills-based learning
activities, lessons, units, and assessments for your classroom that you can use as they are or
with modifications to meet the needs of your students. You can use this text to build a
completely new curriculum or to supplement your existing curriculum, providing a smooth
transition from a content-based approach to a skills-based approach. The authors explain the
rationale and foundation for making that transition, putting the lesson plans, activities, and
assessments into context as you learn how to implement a skills-based approach. The 130
lessons and activities in Lesson Planning for Skills-Based Elementary Health Education have
been created by the authors and experienced teachers broadly recognized for their expertise in
skills-based health education; organized to map to the skills in the National Health Education
Standards and align with a five-step skill-development model; designed to be adaptable to
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meet the needs of all students; and enhanced with student worksheets that are available in
both English and Spanish. Lesson Planning for Skills-Based Elementary Health Education is
an ideal companion to The Essentials of Teaching Health Education, a foundational text by
Benes and Alperin that presents teaching and assessment strategies for planning and
implementing a skills-based approach to teaching health education. Together, these two books
can help you effectively teach skills-based health education from day one. Lesson Planning for
Skills-Based Elementary Health Education offers a detailed, easy-to-use learning activity
template and employs a teacher-friendly format that has been proven effective in the field. It
comes with a web resource that provides digital versions of the book’s many reproducible
forms, available in both English and Spanish. (The web resource is included with all new print
books and some ebooks. For ebook formats that don’t provide access, the web resource is
available separately.) The text is organized into two parts. Part I delves into key aspects of
planning, implementing, and assessing a skills-based approach, offering you a strong
foundation in the core concepts of the approach. Each of the part II chapters is devoted to a
skill addressed in the National Health Education Standards, providing you with the following
material: An overview of the skill Key considerations for teaching the skill A unit outline
Assessments Lesson plans Learning activities Lesson Planning for Skills-Based Elementary
Health Education offers you all you need to put a skills-based approach into practice: the solid
foundational information that explains the concepts and the resources, tools, and strategies to
help you implement the lesson plans and activities that will aid your students in developing
proficiency in the skills emphasized in the national standards.
Clear, simple language and realistic illustrations teach children the process of peaceful conflict
resolution.
Lesson plans for teachers of grades K-2 explain conflict and its causes, offer examples from
literature, and suggest activities for resolving hypothetical conflicts
Intended for school counselors to aid in the learning of developmental classroom guidance,
School Counseling Classroom Guidance: Prevention, Accountability, and Outcomes by Jolie
Ziomek-Daigle teaches the fundamentals, strategies, and research outcomes of classroom
guidance programming for comprehensive, developmentally appropriate school counseling
programs. The content of this book looks at the history and fundamentals of classroom
guidance, how these activities meet CACREP and ASCA standards, how and why activities
should be aligned to the larger academic curriculum and state/national teaching standards,
recommendations on how to develop and assess classroom guidance units, a sampling of
units and lessons, techniques in managing the classroom, and outcome research and trends.
School Counseling Classroom Guidance: Prevention, Accountability, and Outcomes is part of
the Counseling and Professional Identity Series, which targets specific competencies identified
by CACREP (Council for Accreditation of Counseling and Related Programs). To learn more
about each text in the Series, please visit www.sagepub.com/vip/cpiseries.
Prudy collects so many things that everyone says she has a problem, but when a crisis
convinces her that they are right, she comes up with the perfect solution.

From one of America’s most popular short story writers and an Academy Award
nominee: the O. Henry Award–winning tale that inspired the movie The Hunt. A subject
of mysterious rumors and superstition, the deserted Caribbean Island was shrouded in
an air of peril. To Sanger Rainsford, who fell off a yacht and washed up on its shores,
the abandoned isle was a welcome paradise. But unknown to the big-game hunter, a
predator lurked in its lush jungles—one more dangerous than any he had ever
encountered: a human. First published in 1924, this suspenseful tale “has inspired
serial killers, films and stirred controversy in schools. A century on, the story continues
to thrill” (The Telegraph). “[A] tense, relentless story of man-against-man adventure, in
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which the hunter Sanger Rainsford learns, at the hands of General Zaroff, what it
means to be hunted.” —Criterion
It was the perfect summer. That is, until Jeremy Ross moved into the house down the
street and became neighborhood enemy number one. Luckily Dad had a surefire way
to get rid of enemies: Enemy Pie. But part of the secret recipe is spending an entire day
playing with the enemy! In this funny yet endearing story, one little boy learns an
effective recipes for turning your best enemy into your best friend. Accompanied by
charming illustrations, Enemy Pie serves up a sweet lesson in the difficulties and
ultimate rewards of making new friends.
On a day when everything goes wrong for him, Alexander is consoled by the thought
that other people have bad days too.
Resource guide including links and descriptions of publications and websites as well as
other resources, mostly intended for Scout leaders with special needs Scouts.
Contains activities, discussion questions, and other exercises that teachers can use
along with Julia Cook's illustrated story, "A Bad Case of Tattle Tongue," to teach
students the differences between tattling and warning.
A unique blend of age-appropriate tracing and writing activities are combined with
puzzles to make learning fun while helping kindergarteners build alphabet and
handwriting skills and develop lifelong learning confidence. Identifying letters and
learning to write letters and words are important steps toward reading readiness, and
Highlights (TM) infuses Fun with a Purpose® into these essential learning activities.
With vibrant art and engaging prompts, Writing exposes kindergarteners to letters and
words through tracing and writing practice and the fun of puzzles and other activities,
including Hidden Pictures® puzzles and mazes.
This widely used conflict resolution program is designed for use with upper elementary
and middle school students. Through the conflict resolution strategies of mediation,
negotiation, and group problem solving, students learn to recognize, manage, and
resolve conflicts in peaceful, noncoercive ways. This guide includes 63 learning
activities and step-by-step teaching procedures. It features an entire chapter on
program development and implementation strategies. Additional appendices include
assessment measures, mediation and negotiation simulations, and a variety of
reproducible program forms.
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies
show that typical managers devote more than a quarter of their time to resolving
coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a wealth of
activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business
(instead of managing personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series,
this guide offers step-by-step directions and customizable tools that empower you to
heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes, and other
specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve
processes Overcome diversity issues And more Dozens of physical and verbal
activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of
conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at
Fortune 500 corporations and mom-and-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big
Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to make your
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workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
A social studies curriculum for 11 and 12 year-olds. Designed to help develop conflict
resolution skills through the study of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. Goals of this study
are that students develop healthier interpersonal interactions in the classroom, and
learn more about classroom processes by making connections between their own
experiences and a real world conflict. Contains lesson plans.
THE INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER! A powerful, vibrantly illustrated
story about the first day of school--and two sisters on one's first day of hijab--by
Olympic medalist and social justice activist Ibtihaj Muhammad. With her new backpack
and light-up shoes, Faizah knows the first day of school is going to be special. It's the
start of a brand new year and, best of all, it's her older sister Asiya's first day of hijab--a
hijab of beautiful blue fabric, like the ocean waving to the sky. But not everyone sees
hijab as beautiful, and in the face of hurtful, confusing words, Faizah will find new ways
to be strong. Paired with Hatem Aly's beautiful, whimsical art, Olympic medalist Ibtihaj
Muhammad and Morris Award finalist S.K. Ali bring readers an uplifting, universal story
of new experiences, the unbreakable bond between siblings, and of being proud of who
you are.
"Jeffrey Benson guides K-12 teachers in incorporating SEL into their existing lesson
plans as a means to educate the whole child and address inequities"-Developed for educators, juvenile justice practitioners, and others in youth-serving
organizations to heighten awareness of conflict resolution education and its potential to
help settle disputes peacefully in a variety of settings. The guide provides background
information on conflict resolution education; an overview of four widely used, promising,
and effective approaches; and guidance on how to initiate and implement conflict
resolution education programs in various settings. Includes curriculum resources,
reading list, glossary and assessment forms. Charts and tables.
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